Specialists in the Design and Manufacture of Automated Processing and Packaging Solutions

Did you know that HMPS started out as a result of the key wine industry in South Australia? HMPS designed and developed the first Bag in Box machinery. As innovation leaders in the field with over 35 years of experience in Bag in Box packaging, HMPS is the perfect packaging partner. Whether you are packing dairy, water, wine or post-mix products, we have you covered with best in class design and 24/7 support.
HMPS 1000 series packaging machines are proven systems which offer either semi or fully automatic end of line bag in box carton packaging for any BIB products.

**Features & Benefits**

**Full Automation of End of Line Packaging**

Installation of either a HMPS1010 or HMPS1050 fully automatic system provides significant labour savings and consistently packaged product without manual handling.

**Semi-Automatic of End of Line Packaging**

The HMPS1020 produces professionally sealed cartons, within a small machine footprint and with a single operator.
Stainless Steel Construction

All frames and major internal components are produced from stainless steel ensuring a long low maintenance life. Ideal for food and beverage applications. Fully welded frames reduce the possibility of bacterial growth.

Proven Bag Loading System and Large Capacity Carton Magazine

Loading systems, which ensure correct bag orientation and minimise the risk of bag damage.

The optional large capacity carton magazine with its low loading height enables the machine to operate for long periods of time without operator attention.

Process and Packing Style

Regular Slotted Carton

Full Overlapping Flap Carton

Water Products  Dairy Products  Wine Products  Post-Mix Products
Technological Edge

HMPS uses leading edge technologies to design and manufacture a system tailored to your needs.
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